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WELCOME

@foodsmartdublin

@foodsmartdublin19

One Year of Irish Seafood
Book Launch and End of Project Event

17 June 2021



This project has received funding from the Irish Research Council under the ‘Open call for interdisciplinary research addressing national or global societal challenges led by AHSS PI with STEM co-PI’ in the 
COALESCE 2018 programme

Food Smart Dublin 2019-2021
We reconnect consumers with 

their coastal cultural heritage by 
providing historical Irish seafood 

recipes and tapping into local 
marine resources from lower down 

the food web.

WELCOME TO DUBLIN BAY BIOSPHERE!

Dublin Bay Biosphere
Partnership member
organisations

Our coasts around us and 
within us all



Did you know that Ireland 
has 10 acres of land under 
the sea for every 1 acre of 
land? It has the richest seas 
in Europe and yet our island 
nation doesn’t seem to value 
this incredible resource fully.

The main seafood consumed
by our society are top
predators like tuna, salmon
and cod – the tigers and lions
of the sea.
This is unsustainable and we
have to change our eating
habits towards seafood from
lower down the food web.

We encouraged sustainable 
seafood consumption from 
lower food web levels by 
tapping into local marine 

resources and reconnecting
consumers with their coastal 
cultural heritage by providing 

historical Irish seafood recipes. 

1. Archival 
work and 
selection of  
historical 
seafood recipes

4. Participants 
complete our 
online 
questionnaire

2. Food industry 
partner adapts 
selected recipes 
to modern taste

5. Interactive 
workshops with 
Eco-Unesco on 
sustainable 
seafood

6. Cookbook 
publication as 
project 
flagship

3. Participants 
try monthly 
recipes at 
home

Food Smart Dublin



1. Archival work
7 main sources with over 190 recipes



2. Chefs 
cooking



3. Calling Participants to cook recipes

@foodsmartdublin

@foodsmartdublin19

https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/

https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/
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• 10 recipes with 10 surveys once a month since May 2020

• The Covid-19 pandemic affected the number and quality of responses – survey and screen fatigue

4. Recipes surveys
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Recipes surveys

WHO RESPONDED?
Survey responses

Cooked our 
recipes

Did not cook 

This specific 
seafood (Megrim 

sole) is too 
expensive

“I did not know 
how it would 

taste”
I could not find the 
indicated seafood 

(Megrim, Hake, 
Oysters) in shops

It is a bit 
oil rich
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Recipes surveys

WHO RESPONDED?
Surveys responses

Cooked our 
recipes

Did not cook 

50% females

50% males 72% Dublin 
21% Antrim

7% Cork
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Recipes surveys – key findings
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Recipes surveys – key findings

How many times a month/week do you consume seafood?

Almost 
never 

7%
Twice a week 

14%

More than three 
times per week 

43%

Once a week 

22%

Twice a 
month 

14%
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Recipes surveys – key findings
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Recipes surveys – key findings

For whom did you cook the recipe?

Friends

6%

Myself

24%
My family 

35%

Me and my 
partner 

35%
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Recipes surveys – key findings
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Interactive 
Workshops

Food Smart Dublin Workshops

24 September -
30 October 

2020
16
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Due to Covid-19 all workshops had to be 
carried out online via Microsoft Teams. 
All workshops were developed applying 
the blend-in approach.



Cooking together in Covid times
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Due to Covid-19 the in-person cooking class could not take place as 
planned. 
The cooking was delivered in the kitchen of Chef Niall Sabongi with 
the participants following their instructions at home in their own 
kitchens through virtual media. Seafood kits was prepared for each 
participant a day before and delivered to their door.
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These are some of the 
delicious dishes 
prepared by our 
young participants at 
the end of the 
cooking workshop:

The final results



Outcomes and feedback – FSD workshop
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6.Cookbook
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THANK YOU!
A huge thank you to everyone who was involved in the 
project, inspiring us and sharing their knowledge so 
generously whether on seafood sustainability, seafood 
history, coastal heritage or other project related fields.

All research outputs will be updated at
https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin

https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin
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https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/

@foodsmartdublin

@foodsmartdublin19

Follow us on our social media and check our website for updates and 
information on getting a copy of the book once it’s available

https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/

